
Design with Microprocessors

Year III Computer Sci. English   

1-st Semester   

Lecture 12: Memory interfacing



Typical Memory Hierarchy [1]
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Speed  (ns):     .1’s                1’s                  10’s                  100’s               1,000’s

Size (bytes):    100’s   10K’s       100K’s … M’s    100M’s … G’s      100G’s …T’s

Cost/capacity:              highest                                                                        lowest

ITLB = Instruction Translation Look-aside Buffer

DTLB = Dual Translation Look-aside Buffer

Translation lookaside buffer (TLB) is a cache that memory management hardware uses to improve virtual 

address translation speed.[1] The majority of CPUs includes one or more TLBs in the memory management 

hardware, and it is nearly always present in any hardware that utilizes paged or segmented virtual memory.

The TLB is sometimes implemented as content-addressable memory (CAM). The CAM search key is the 

virtual address and the search result is a physical address.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cache_%28computing%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Memory_management_unit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virtual_address_space
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Translation_lookaside_buffer#cite_note-ostep-1-1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paging
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Memory_segmentation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virtual_memory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Content-addressable_memory


Classification of memories [1]

Read Write Memories (RWM) NVRWM ROM

Random Access Non-Random 

Access

EPROM Mask-prog. 

ROM

SRAM (cache, register file)

DRAM (main memory)

FIFO, LIFO

Shift Register

EEPROM

FLASH Electrically-

prog. PROM

Function – functionality, nature of the storage mechanism

– static and dynamic; volatile and nonvolatile (NV); read only (ROM)

Access pattern – random, serial, content addressable



Classification of memories



Generic pin configuration [2]

Address pins (inputs)

N+1   no. of memory locations = 2N+1

Data pins

M+1  size of memory locations

Bidirectional, 3-state output (#OE)

Control pins (inputs)

Chip select/enable  enables the device (usually by 

decoding the base address of the chip)

Read (#OE) /write (#WE)  operation



Memory architecture [2]



Memory architecture [2]



Memory architecture [2]



ROM/EPROM [2]



ROM/EPROM [2]



Bus Timing (8086) [3]



ROM/EPROM [2]

Address range: FF800h - FFFFFh



ROM/EPROM

8088, min.mode, EPROM 8 x 2732 = 8 x 4kB = 32 KBytes

Address mapping: 0: F8000- F8FFF; 1: F9000- F9FFF; ….. 7: 

FF00-FFFFF

•EPROM access (450ns) + decoder delay (12ns) > 8088 mem 

access (460ns)

•1 wait state (1 clock = 200ns): total access time 460+200=660 

ns



ROM/EPROM

8088: 8 x 2764 = 8 x 8kB = 64 KB

Memory address space: F0000 – FFFFF

Homework: re-design the adress decoder to map the memory blok 

in the lower part of the memory space !



Address decoders



Address decoders



Memory connections

Parallel connection: extends 

the memory depth

Series connection: extends the 

memory (word) width



Connection to a 16 bit Data Bus (8086, 80286, 80186)



RAM
Static (SRAM) [1]



SRAM [2]



SRAM



16, 32 …. bit data bus interface

No concern on read operation:

• memory outputs a whole word (16 bit, 32 bit …)

• CPU reads the desired byte (BL, BH) or word 

(Ex: MOV AL, mem ;  MOV AH, mem;  MOV AX, mem)

Only writing must be handled:

• LWR, HWR

Example:



DRAM
Dynamic (DRAM) [1]

Size: ½ SRAM cell  higher capacity  address pins are multiplexed

Refresh: 1 .. 4 msec  special circuit inside DRAM

read, write, refresh cycles

SDR, DDR, Rambus 



DRAM [2]



DRAM [2]

#RAS & #CAS should be provided by a DRAM controller

DRAM controller should multiplex (in time) the address lines (ex A0-15) to:

• row address (ex. A8-15)

• column address (ex. A0-7)



256K X 1 DRAM – internal structure [2]



DRAM refresh
Special refresh cycle

- Occurs transparently while other memory components operate and 
is called transparent refresh or cycle stealing.

- A RAS-only cycle strobes a row address into the DRAM, 

- The capacitors are recharged for the selected row by reading the 
bits out internally and then writing them back.

Example:

256K X 1 DRAM (256 rows x 256 columns x 4 blocks) 

 refresh must occur every 15.6ms (4ms/256).

For the 8086, a read or write occurs every 800ns (4x200=4xTclk).

 19 memory reads/writes per refresh (15.6ms/0.8ms = 19.5) 

 read/write cycle takes 5% of the refresh time



DRAM Controllers [2]
 address multiplexing and generation of 

the DRAM control signals.

These devices tend to get very complex.

We will focus on a simpler device:

Intel 82C08, which can control two banks of 
256K X 16 DRAM memories for a total of 
1 MB.

Microprocessor adress A1 through A18 (18 
bits) drive the 9 Column Address inputs 
(AL) and 9 RowAddress inputs (AH) of 
the 82C08.

Either RAS0/CAS0 or RAS1/CAS1 are 
strobed depending on the address.

WE (from the 82C08), BHE and A0 are used 
to determine if a write is to be performed 
and which byte(s) (low or high or both) is 
to be written.



DRAM Controllers [2]



DRAM Controllers
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